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ASUM Senate Minutes
Saturday, February 25th, 2016
UC 332/333 8 a.m.
Chair Engebretson called the meeting to order at 8:05 a.m. Present: President Forstag, Vice
President Engebretson, Business Manager Greenfield and Senators Ricci, Morrill, Harrison,
Fitzpatrick, Cooley, Quist, Barnes-Smith, Fitzgerald, Schafer, Kuiper, Lowry, Welch, Longo,
Klawitter, Beard, Thomas,VonLindern, Butler, Fettig, Ward, Chestnut, Durnell, Adler, Love,
Colenso (8:15 a.m.) and Adler. Unexcused: Senator Brewster-Smith.
ER-Executive Recommendation
PQ-Previous Question
PV-Placard Vote
RCV-Roll Call Vote
ASUM AGENCIES
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-KUIPER to OPEN AGENCIES. PASS by UC.

ADMINISTRATION
•

WITH NO FURTHER DISCUSSION, PV PASS TO CLOSE.

CHILD CARE
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-DURNELL to DECREASE LINE ITEM 62841 by
$2,500. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by COOLEY-LOVE to DECREASE LINE ITEM 62204 by $1,000.
WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to INCREASE 62528 by $2,340.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to CLOSE. PASS by UC.

LEGAL SERVICES
•

WITH NO FURTHER DISCUSSION, PV PASS TO CLOSE.

PRODUCTIONS
•
•

A motion was made by WARD-CHESTNUT to DECREASE LINE ITEM 62318 by
$540. WITHDRAWN.
WITH NO FURTHER DISCUSSION, PV PASS TO CLOSE

RECESS FOR 10 MINS. PASS by UC.
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OFF-CAMPUS RENTER CENTER
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-MORRILL to INCREASE by $11,007.40.
WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by FTIZGERALD-HARRISON to INCREASE by $21,007.40.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-ENGEBRETSON to DECREASE LINE ITEM
62817 by $150.00. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to DECREASE by $2,575. PASS
by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to DECREASE LINE ITEM
61499 by $18. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by BUTLER-COLENSO to INCREASE by $2,575. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-HARRISON to INCREASE BENEFITS
LINE by $18. PASS by UC.
UC PASS to CLOSE

SUSTAINABILITY
•
•
•

A motion was made by WARD-ADLER to DECREASE by $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to DECREASE by $665. PASS
by PV
A motion was made to CLOSE by CHESTNUT-RICCI. Pass by PV.

A motion was made to RE-OPEN ASUM CHILDCARE by FORSTAG-CHESTNUT.
WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to DECREASE the ZERO-BASED
CARRYOVER by 10,093.00 and INCREASE the ASUM SENATE DISCRETIONARY BY
10,193.00. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to OPEN ASUM CHILDCARE by ENGEBRETSON-KUIPER. PASS by
PV.
ASUM CHILDCARE
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS-QUIST to DECREASE by 10,000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ADLER to CLOSE. PASS by UC.

A motion was made by QUIST-RICCI to CLOSE AGENCIES. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHESTNUT to DECREASE ASUM SENATE
DISCRETIONARY by $3,240 and INCREASE ZERO-BASED CARRYOVER by $3,240.
PASS by PV.
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UNIONS
A motion was made to OPEN UNIONS. PASS by UC.
SPORTS UNION
•
•
•

A motion was made by DURNELL-RICCI to FUND SPORTS UNION at $25,184.
FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-RICCI to FUND SPORTS UNION at 25,502.09.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made to CLOSE SPORTS UNION by HARRISON-ENGEBRETSON.
PASS by UC.

MUSIC UNION
•
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS-ENGEBRETSON to FUND MUSIC UNION at
$26,000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-BUTLER to decrease by $497.91. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-WELCH to close MUSIC UNION.

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-QUIST to CLOSE UNIONS. PASS by UC.
10 MIN RECESS.

STUDENT GROUPS
A motion was made by QUIST-RICCI to OPEN STUDENT GROUPS. PASS by UC

ACTIVE MINDS
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-HARRISON to decrease line item 62309 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by KUIPER-BUTLER to increase line item 62204 in the amount of
$50150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-BUTLER to decrease line item 62014 in the amount of
$75.00. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-WARD to reconsider line item 62309. FAIL by
PV.
A motion was made to close debate by QUIST-WELCH. PASS by UC.

5 MIN RECESS
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ADSUM
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-THOMAS to increase line item 62204 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by VONLINDERN-ADLER to close debate. PASS by PV.

AERO STUDENT CHAPTER
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-ADLER to increase line item 62210 in the amount
of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-FITZGERALD to close debate. PASS by PV.

AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL- HARRISON to decrease line item 62817 in the
amount of $100. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made to close by HARRISON-QUIST to close debate. PASS by PV.

UM AISES
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS-SCHAFER to increase line item 62817 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-WELCH to close debate. PASS by UC.

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ADLER to increase line item 62516 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-BUTLER to increase line item 62241 in the amount of
$50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by HARRISON-QUIST. PASS by UC.

MONTANA ATHROPOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-RICCI to increase 62214 in the amount of $50.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-RICCI to decrease line item 62102 in the amount of
$400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-THOMAS to decrease line item 62304 in the amount of
$25. WITHDRAWN.
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by DURNELL-WELCH to increase line item 62505 in the amount
of $60. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-WELCH to increase line item 62204 in the amount of
$100.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62528 in
the amount of $50. PASS by PV.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

ARCHERY CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62801 in the
amount of $200100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.

BLACK STUDENT UNION
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-KUIPER to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $25. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FETTIG to close debate. PASS by UC.

CAMAS MAGAZINE
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-QUIST to increase line item 62528 in the amount
of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-WELCH to decrease line item 62801 in the amount of
$192. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-THOMAS to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $418. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by MORRILL-ADLER to increase line item 62309 in the amount
of $50.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-HARRISON to close debate. PASS by UC.

CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-RICCI to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $80. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-FITZERALD to increase line item 62304 in the
amount of $30. PASS by PV.
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•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-WELCH to increase line item 62801 in the amount
of $50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62801 in the
amount of $70. FAIL by PV.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

CHINESE STUDENT AND SCHOLAR ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-THOMAS to increase line item 62516 in the amount
of $100. FAIL PV.
A motion was made by DURNELL-WELCH to increase line item 62817 in the amount
of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-WELCH to increase line item 62711 in the amount
of $25. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-DURNELL to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $50. WITHDRAWN.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

CHINA TABLE
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-SMITH to decrease line item 62817 in the amount
of $100. FAILS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-BARNESSMITH to increase line item 62514 in
the amount of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by HARRISON-LOWRY. PASS by UC.

CIRCLE K
•
•

A motion was made by LOVE-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62309 in the amount
of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORTAG-RICCI to close debate. PASS by PV.

5 MIN RECESS
CIRCUS CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by LOVE-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62802 in the amount
of $123. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-LOWRY to increase line item 62528 in the amount
of $275. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by LOVE-BUTLER to increase line item 62280 in the amount of
$65. PASS by PV.
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•

A motion was made by LOVE-CHESTNUT to decrease line item 62711 in the amount
of $65. PASS by PV.

UM CLASSICS CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62102 in the
amount of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by DURNELL-BUTLER to increase line item 62280 in the amount
of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by CHESTNUT-LOVE. PASS by UC.

COLLECTABLE CARD-GAME CLUB
•

A motion was made to close debate by FITZGERALD-CHESTNUT. PASS by UC.

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
•
•
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-FITZGERALD to decrease line item 62802 in the
amount of $15.
A motion was made by DURNELL-KUIPER to increase line item 62280 in the amount
of $30. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62241 in the
amount of $10. PASS by UC.

CRAFTERS, UNIVERSITY
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made to close debate by FITZGERALD-LOVE. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by MORRILL-LOWRY to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $20. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by BARNESSMITH-QUIST to increase line item 62711 in the
amount of $130. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by COLENSO-RICCI to increase line item 62280 in the amount of
$50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by CHESTNUT-DURNELL. PASS by UC.

CRIMINOLOGY CLUB
•
•

A motion was made by LOVE-WARD to increase line item 62214 in the amount of $50.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-HARRISON to close debate. PASS by UC.
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CUTBANK LITERARY MAGAZINE
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-WELCH to decrease line item 62214 in the amount
of $1800. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to decrease line item 62303 in the
amount of $300.
A motion was made to close to debate by CHESTNUT-VONLINDERN. PASS by UC.

DANCE PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-RICCI to close debate. PASS by UC.

SPEECH AND DEBATE
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-KUIPER to increase line item 62241 in the amount of
$50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by FETTIG-QUIST. PASS by PV.

SOCIETY FOR ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-THOMAS to increase line item 62514 in the amount
of $12. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-BUTLER to decrease line item 62102 in the
amount of $42. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by GREENFIELD-BUTLER to increase 62505 in the amount of
$42.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62241 in the
amount of $23. PASS by UC.
A motion was made to close by FETTIG-FITZGERALD. PASS by UC.

UMECA
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-SMITH to close debate. PASS by UC.

EMMAUS CAMPUS MINISTRY
•
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-THOMAS to close debate. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by FORSTAG-RICCI to decrease line item 62102 in the amount of
$100. PASS by UC.
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•

A motion was made to close debate by RICCI-DURNELL. PASS by UC.

UMEM STUDENT GROUP
•
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS-RICCI to decrease line item 62210 in the amount of
$340. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-THOMAS to increase line item 62802 in the amount of
$340. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by WELCH-RICCI to close debate. PASS by UC.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-FITZGERALD to decrease line item 62102 in the
amount of $50
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-LOVE to decrease line item 62881, in the amount
of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-KLAWITTER to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $75. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made to close by FETTIG-COOLEY to close debate.

RECESS 30 MIN FOR DINNER
STUDENT FILMMAKER’S ASSOCIATION
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62817 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by FETTIG-VONLINDERN. PASS by UC.

FIRE CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by BUTLER-ADLER to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$5025. PASS by PV
A motion was made by MORRIL-LONGO to decrease line item 62210 in the amount of
$185. WITHDRAWN
With no further discussion, the group was closed

AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY, UM STUDENT CHAPTER
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62801 in the
amount of $20. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by FITZGERALD-HARRISON. PASS by UC.
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UM FLAT
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by WARD-ADLER to increase line item 62210 in the amount of
$189. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by BUTLER-FORSTAG to increase line item 62505 in the amount
of $90. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by DURNELL-VONLINDERN to increase line item 6288162280
in the amount of $36. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-LOVE to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$60. PASSES by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-DURNELL to decrease line item 62505 by $90.
WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made to close discussion by LOVE-FITZGERALD. PASS by UC.

FOODSHED
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-ENGEBRETSON to decrease line item 62801 in the
amount of $35. PASSES by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-SCHAFER to increase line item 62210 in the amount of
$210.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-FITZPATRICK to increase line item 62309 in the
amount of $30. PASSES by PV.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

FOOD SYSTEMS WORKING GROUP
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-LOVE to close debate. PASS by PV.

FORESTRY STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by ADLER-ENGEBRETSON to increase line item 62505 in the
amount of $2,000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by COOLEY-LOVE to increase line item 62204 in the amount of
$200. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FITZPATRICK to decrease line item 62102
in the amount of $400. PASS by UC.
A motion was made to close debate by CHESTNUT-FITZGERALD. PASS by PV.
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UM GAMING DEN
•

A motion was made to close discussion by BUTLER-FITZGERALD. PASS by PV.

GEOGRAPHY CLUB
•

A motion was made to close debate by FETTIG-FITZGERALD. PASS by PV.

GEOLOGY CLUB
•

A motion was made to close debate by RICCI-COOLEY. PASS by UC.

UM GERONTOLOGY SOCIETY
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-VONLINDERN to close debate. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $63. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by RICCI-KUIPER to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$25. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by FETTIG-CHESTNUT. PASS by UC.

GLOBAL GRIZZLIES
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-LOWRY to increase line item 66214 in the amount
of $25. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by COLENSO-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-BUTLER to increase line item 62528 in the amount of
$100. PASSES by PV.
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-LOVE reconsider line item 62214. FAIL by PV.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

GRIZ-MED
•
•
•

A motion was made by KLAWITTER-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62214 in
the amount of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by BUTLER-LOWRY to decrease line item 62309 in the amount of
$50.
With no further discussion, the group closed.
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GRIZZLY GAMERS
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-COLENSO to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-BUTLER to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close discussion by FETTIG-WELCH. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by RICCI-ENGEBRETSON to decrease line item 62210 in the
amount of $50. WITHDRAWN.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

GRIZ JITSU
•

With no further discussion, the group closed.

HILLEL
•
•

A motion was made by WELCH-DURNELL to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $10.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62516 in the amount
of $100.
A motion was made by MORRILL-LONGO to increase 62214 in the amount of $25.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

UM STUDENTS OF THE INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-QUIST to increase line item 62210 by $50. PASS by
PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-ADLER to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$25. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by RICCI-KUIPER to decrease line item 62802 in the amount of
$60. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by DURNELL-BUTLER to increase line item 62817 in the amount
of $50. WITHDRAWN
A motion was made by SCHAFER-RICCI to increase line item 62516 in the amount of
$100.
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INTERNATIONAL LAW
•
•

A motion was made by BUTLER-RICCI to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$25. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by CHESTNUT-DURNELL. PASS by UC.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by KUIPER-RICCI to increase line item 62516 in the amount of
$100. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by MORRILL-RICCI to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-WARD to decrease line item 62309 in the amount
of $30. WITHDRAWN.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
•
•
•

A motion was made by WELCH-WARD to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$50.00. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-COLENSO to decrease line item 62304 in the
amount of $50. WITHDRAWN.
With no further discussion, the group was closed.

IOTA IOTA IOTA (TRIOTA)
•
•

A motion was made by MORRIL-LONGO to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$75. PASS by PV.
With no further discussion, this group closed.

AN CUMANN GAEILGE
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-BUTLER to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $20.
A motion was made to close discussion by FITZGERALD-LOVE. PASS by PV.

JAPANESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-COLENSON to increase line item 62817 in the
amount of $20. WITHDRAWN.
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•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-WELCH to increase 62214 in the amount of $15.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-QUIST to increase line item 62280 in the amount of
$120. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-QUIST to increase line item 62817 in the amount of
$300120. PASS by PV.
After no further discussion, the group closed.

KNIT AND CRO-CHARITY
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-COLENSO to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $200. PASS by PV.
.A motion was made to close discussion by QUIST-WARD. PASS by UC.

KYIYO, NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ADLER to increase line item 62818 in the amount
of $400. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-ADLER to increase line item 62102 in the amount of
$1000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-BUTLER to increase line item 62309 in the amount
of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by ENGEBRETSON-WELCH. PASS by UC.

UM LAMBDA ALLIANCE
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $39. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-ADLER to increase line item 62516 in the amount
of $60. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-FITZPATRICK to increase line item 61225
in the amount of $1,480 with matching benefits. WITHDRAWN.
A motion to reconsider 62516 by FITZGERALD-WELCH to decrease in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-ADLER to increase line item 62204 in the amount of
$100.
A motion was made to close by HARRISON-COOLEY to close discussion. PASS by
PV.
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NATIONAL LAWYER’S GUILD, UM CHAPTER
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-KUIPER to decrease line item 62241 in the amount of
$25. PASS by UC
A motion was made by WARD-WELCH to increase line item 62207 in the amount of
$100. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by RICCI-BUTLER to increase line item 62210 in the amount of
$20. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to reconsider 62204 by FETTIG-BARNESSMITH and fund
$20.00. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by HARRISON-MORRILL to increase line item 62215 in the
amount of $25. PASS by PV.

LINGUISTICS CLUB
•

A motion was made to close debate by WARD-WELCH. PASS by UC.

UM MEDIEVAL COMBAT SOCIETY
•
•
•

A motion was made by QUIST-SCHAFER to increase line item 62280 in the amount of
$75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-QUIST to increase line item 62214 in the amount of
$30. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close debate by QUIST-RICCI. PASS by UC.

MINDFULNESS MATTERS
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by QUIST-KLAWITTER to increase 62802 in the amount of
$17580. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI. CHAIR ruled dilatory.
A motion was made by RICCI to appeal the decision of the chair. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-KUIPER to decrease line item 62204 in the amount of
$10. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-WELCH to close debate. PASS by UC.

MISA
•

A motion was made to close discussion by LOVE-KLAWITTER. PASS by PV.
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MISSOULA MINISTRY of MAGIC
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by QUIST-WARD to increase line item 62304 in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-WELCH to increase line item 62214 in the amount
of $25. PASS.
A motion was made by KUIPER-LOWRY to increase line 62241 in the amount of $30.
FAILS by PV.
A motion was made to close by FETTIG-CHESTNUT. PASS by PV.

MODEL ARAB LEAGUE
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-LOVE to increase line item 62817 in the amount of $50.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62102 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to decrease line item 62241 in the
amount of $25. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-CHESTNUT to decrease line item 62214 in
the amount of $25. PASS by PV.

MORTAR BOARD
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-FITZGERALD to close discussion. PASS by PV.

MOUNT OF OLIVES
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-RICCI to close discussion. PASS by UC.

NATIVE AMERICAN LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-RICCI to close discussion. PASS by UC.

ADVOCATES FOR NON-VIOLENCE
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62505 in the
amount of $300. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-COOLEY to decrease line item 62241 in the amount of
$50. PASS by PV.
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•
•

A motion was made to reconsider 62505 and increase by $50 by QUIST-RICCI. PASS
by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to increase 62280 in the amount of $50.
PASS by PV.

UM NORDIC SKI CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by VONLINDERN-RICCI to increase line item 62857 in the
amount of $200. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by RICCI-THOMAS to decrease line item 62505 in the amount of
$85. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made to close by QUIST-HARRISON. PASS by UC.

ONE THOUSAND NEW GARDENS
•
•
•

A motion was made by DURNELL-WELCH to decrease line item 62801 in the amount of
$35. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-LONGO to increase line item 62505 in the amount of
$70. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close. PASS by UC.

OPERATION SMILE
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $99.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62241 in the amount
of $30. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON to increase line item 62304 in the
amount of $5.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

THE OVAL
•

A motion was made by ADLER-WELCH to close. PASS by UC.

STUDENTS FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
•

A motion was made by DURNELL-FITZGERALD to close discussion. PASS.
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PHILOSOPHY SOCIETY
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG-RICCI to increase in the amount of 62514 in the
amount of $11. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-RICCI to close discussion. PASS by UC
A motion was made by KLAWITTER-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $46. PASS by UC
With no further discussion, discussion closed.

PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-KLAWITTER to increase line item 62505 in the
amount of $430. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-KLAWITTER to increase line item 62102 in the amount of
$200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62516 in the amount
of $150. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by COOLEY-QUIST to close discussion. FAILS by PV.
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-BUTLER to increase line item 62857 in the amount
of $150. PASS by UC.
A motion was made to reconsider 62102 by FETTIG-KLAWITTER in order to increase in
the amount of $200. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-HARRISON to close. PASS by UC.

SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
•
•
•

A motion was made by KUIPER-RICCI to decrease line item 62210 in the amount of $70.
FAILS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ADLER to increase line item 62210 in the amount of
$70. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-ADLER to close discussion. PASS by PV.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
•
•
•

A motion was made by SCHAFER-FETTIG to decrease line item 62280 in the amount
of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-RICCI to increase line item 62102 in the amount of
$75. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by THOMAS-DURNELL to close. PASS by UC.
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PLANNED PARENTHOOD GENERATION ACTION
•
•
•

A motion was made by KLAWITTER-WELCH to increase line item 62204 in the
amount of $180. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-KLAWITTER to increase line item 62241 in the
amount of $150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close discussion by SCHAFER-VONLINDERN. PASS by UC.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by LOVE-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by LOVE-FETTIG to increase line item 62210 in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-WELCH to increase line item 62817 in the amount of
$150. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ADLER to increase line item 62528 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close discussion by WELCH-FORSTAG. PASS by UC.

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•

A motion was made to close discussion by CHESTNUT-WELCH. WITHDRAWN.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

UM PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
•
•

A motion was made by BARNESSMITH-WELCH to increase line item 62264 in the
amount of $75. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close discussion by RICCI-COOLEY. PASS by UC.

STUDENT RECREATION ASSOCIATION
•
•
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-BUTLER to increase line item 62528 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by BUTLER-LOWRY to increase line item 62817 in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close discussion by FETTIG-HARRISON. PASS by UC.
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REINVEST MONTANA
•

A motion was made by HARRISON-FITZGERALD to close debate. PASS by UC.

RUSSIAN CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made by FETTIG-DURNELL to increase line item 62817 62280 in the
amount of $100. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by BARNESSMITH-COLENSO to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $50.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

SCHWA, MONTANA
•

With no further discussion, the group closed.

SHOTOKAN KARATE
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-RICCI to close. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by COLENSO-VONLINDERN to decrease line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close by QUIST-WELCH. PASS by UC.

SIMPLE TRUTH
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-KLAWITTER to increase line item 62528 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
With no further discussion, the group closed.

SMASH CLUB
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI-COOLEY to increase line item 62528 in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close by FETTIG-FITZGERALD. PASS by UC.

SWITCHBACK RECORDS
•

A motion was made by COOLEY-LOWRY to increase line item 62210 in the amount of
$400. FAIL by PV.
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•

A motion was made by FETTIG-THOMAS to close debate. PASS by PV.

TEAM RED, WHITE, AND BLUE—STARTING POINT
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $50.00. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WELCH-WARD to close debate. PASS by UC.

TRENDSETTERS
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by WELCH-VONLINDERN to decrease line item 62309 in the
amount of $25. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-BUTLER to increase line item 62102 in the
amount of $50. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by WELCH-DURNELL to increase line item 62309 in the amount
of $25. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to close debate. PASS by UC.

TRIPLE DECKER PIZZA CLUB
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-CHESTNUT to decrease line item 62871 in the
amount of $0.01. PASS by UC
A motion was made by CHESNUT-LOVE to close debate. PASS by UC.

ATHLETIC TRAINING STUDENT ASSOCIATION, UM (UMATSA)
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS-COLENSO to increase line item 62204 in the
amount of $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-WELCH to decrease line item 62514 in the
amount of $25. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-LOWRY to increase line item 62304 in amount of $25.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by DURNELL-BUTLER to close debate. PASS by UC.

UP TIL DAWN
•
•

A motion was made by KUIPER-BUTLER to increase line item 62528 in the amount of
$200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by BUTLER-SMITH to close debate. PASS by UC.
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VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
•
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS-RICCI to decrease line item 61226 in the amount of
$780. PASS by PV. Line item 61499 was subsequently reduced by $18.
A motion was made by MORRILL-ENGEBRETSON to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by QUIST-THOMAS to close debate. PASS by UC.

WOODSMAN TEAM, UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT-WELCH to increase line item 62711 in the
amount of $400. PASSS by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62516 in the amount
of $100.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-LOVE to increase line item 61801 in the amount of
$150. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by DURNELL-RICCI to close debate. PASS by UC.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY, UM STUDENT CHAPTER
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62214 by $25.
PASS by PV
A motion was made by MEIXNER-O’MALLEY to close debate. PASS by UC.

WILDERNESS ASSOCIATION, UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
•
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-CHESTNUT to close debate. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by QUIST-HARRISON to decrease line item 62214 by $20. PASS
by PV.
A motion was made by WELCH-BARNESSMITH to close debate. PASS by PV.

WOMEN IN PHYSICS
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD-HARRISON to close debate. PASS by PV.

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
•
•

A motion was made by WELCH-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $50. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by HARRISON-VONLINDERN to close debate. PASS by PV.
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YOUNG LIFE
• A motion was made by SCHAFER-MORRILL to increase line item 62214 in the
amount of $25. WITHDRAWN.
• A motion was made by RICCI-VONLINDERN to decrease line item 62516 in the
amount of $242. WITHDRAWN.
• A motion was made by COLENSO-RICCI to decrease line item 62516 in the amount of
$71. PASS by PV.
• A motion was made by HARRISON-VONLINDERN to close debate. PASS by PV.

A motion was made to close STUDENT GROUPS. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to end ROUND 1 of FINAL BUDETING. PASS by PV.

A motion was made to begin ROUND 2 of FINAL BUDGETING. PASS by UC.
ASUM AGENCIES
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-BUTLER to open AGENCIES. PASS by UC.
ASUM SUSTAINABILITY
•
•

A motion was made to open by FITZERALD, PASS by PV.
A motion was made to close by SCHAFER, PASS by UC

A motion was made by BEARD-WELCH to close AGENCIES. PASS.

UNIONS
A motion was made to open UNIONS, PASS by UC.
A motion was made to close UNIONS, PASS by UC.

STUDENT GROUPS
A motion was made to open STUDENT GROUPS. PASS by UC

TEAM, RED, WHITE, AND BLUE
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT to open, PASS by UC
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FETTIG to increase line item 62202 in the amount
of $100. PASS by UC.
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•

Close

TRENDSETTERS
•
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD to open, PASS by UC
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-RICCI to increase line item 62881 in the
amount of $75.00. PASS by UC.
Close

UMATSA
•
•
•

A motion was made by COOLEY to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by COOLEY-FITZGERALD to increase line item 62102 in the
amount of $250. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made to close by RICCI, PASS by UC.

UP TIL DAWN
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FETTIG to increase line item 62209 in the
amount of $100. PASS by PV.
With no further discussion, the groups closes.

VOLUTEERS IN ACTION
•

A motion was made by KUIPER to open, FAIL by PV.

WOODSMANS’ TEAMS
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by COLENSO to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by COLENSO-WELCH to increase line item 62102 in the amount
of $100. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by ADLER-ENGEBRETSON to increase line item 62210 in the
amount of $200. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-VONLINDERN to increase line item 62711
in the amount of $100. PASS by PV
With no further discuss, the group closed.
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WILDERNESS ASSOCIATION
•

A motion was made by VONLINDERN to open, FAIL by PV.

WOMEN IN PHYSICS
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by FETTIG, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FETTIG-CHESTNUT to increase line item 62102 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
Close

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by MORRILL, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-WELCH to increase line item 62102 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
Close

YOUNG LIFE
•

A motion was made to open by BARNESSMITH, FAIL by PV.

AERO STUDENT CHAPTER
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by LOVE, PASS by UC.
A motion was made by LOVE-ADLER to 62280 in the amount of $150. PASS by PV.
With no further discussion, group closes

AFRICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•

A motion was made to open by RICCI, FAIL by PV.

ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
•

A motion was made to open by SCHAFER, WITHDRAWN.
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MASA
•
•
•

A motion was made by FITZGERALD to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-COOLEY to increase line item 62102 in the
amount of $400200. PASS by PV.
Close

ARCHERY CLUB
•

A motion was made by BARNESSMITH to open, FAIL by PV.

CAMAS
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made by ADLER to open. FAIL by PV.

CHINESE STUDENT AND SCHOLARS
•
•

A motion was made by BARNESSMITH to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by BARNESSMITH-BUTLER to increase 62210 in the amount of
$50. PASS by PV.

CHINA TABLE
•
•
•

A motion was made by CHESTNUT to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by CHESTNUT-FITZGERALD to increase 62817 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.
Close

CIRCUS CLUB
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by COLENSO to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by COLENSO-BUTLER to increase 62204 in the amount of $100.
FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by VONLINDERN-BUTLER to increase 62210 in the amount of
$60. PASS by PV.
Close
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CLASSICS CLUB
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open, PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-LONGO to increase 62102 in the amount of $200.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-VONLINDERN to decrease 62280 in the amount of
$100. FAIL by PV.
Close

COLLEGE DEMOCRATS
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open. FAIL by PV.

CRIMINOLOGY CLUB
•

A motion was made by LOVE to open. FAIL by PV.

SPEECH AND DEBATE
•

A motion was made by RICCI to open. FAIL by PV.

ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open. FAIL by PV.

UMECA
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open. PASS by PV
A motion was made by MORRILL-CHESTNUT to increase 62102 in the amount of
$150. PASS by PV.

EMMAUS
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by RICCI to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-WELCH to decrease 62309 in the amount of $50. PASS
by UC.
A motion was made by FETTIG-COOLEY to decrease 62214 in the amount of $50.
PASS by PV.
With no further discussion, the group closed.
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UMEM
•
•
•

A motion was made by LOVE to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by LOVE-ADLER 62214 in the amount of $150. PASS by UC.
Close

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open. FAIL by PV.

STUDENT FILMMAKER’S ASSOCIATION
•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-HARRISON to increase 62801 in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
Close

FIRE CLUB
•
•
•
•
•

A motion was made by ADLER to open. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made to re-open by WARD. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WARD-FORSTAG to increase 62210 in the amount of $163.
FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-BUTLER to increase 62214 in the amount of
$20. PASS by PV.
Close

FISHERIES SOCIETY
•

A motion was made by BEARD to open. FAIL by PV.

UM FLAT
•
•

A motion was made by WARD to open.
A motion was made by WARD-WELCH to increase 62210 in the amount of $189.
PASS by PV.
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FOOD SYSTEMS
•

A motion was made to open by MORRILL. WITHDRAWN.

FORESTRY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by DURNELL. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made to open by ENGEBRETSON. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON-DURNELL to increase 62204 in the amount
of $100. PASS by PV.

GAMING DEN
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by THOMAS. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by THOMAS-FITZGERALD to increase 62516 in the amount of
$200.
A motion was made by COLENSO-FORSTAG to increase 62505 in the amount of $80.
WITHDRAWN.

GEOGRAPHY CLUB
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by THOMAS. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by THOMAS-FITZGERALD to increase 62505 in the amount of
$100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by THOMAS-HARRISON to increase 62817 in the amount of $50.
FAIL by PV.

GEOLOGY
•

A motion was made to open by QUIST. FAIL by PV.

GERONTOLOGY SOCIETY
•
•

A motion was made to open by THOMAS. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by THOMAS-QUIST to increase 62505 in the amount of $110.

GLOBAL GRIZZLIES
•
•

A motion was made to open by LOVE. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by THOMAS-SCHAFER to increase 62214 in the amount of $50.
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GRIZMED
•
•
•

A motion was made by MORRILL. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by MORRILL-ADLER to increase 62102 in the amount of
$300100. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by LOVE-WELCH to increase 62214 in the amount of $100.

GRIZZLY GAMERS
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS to open, PASS by UC.
A motion was made by THOMAS-HARRISON to increase 62210 in the amount of
$200. PASS by PV.

GRIZ JITSU
•

A motion was made to open by THOMAS. FAIL by PV.

HILLEL
•
•

A motion was made to open by WELCH. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by WELCH to increase 62817 in the amount of $100. PASS by PV.

IDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD
•

A motion was made to open by THOMAS. WITHDRAWN.

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
•
•

A motion was made by BUTER to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by BUTLER-FITZGERALD to increase 62817 in the amount of
$10050. PASS by PV.

TRIOTA
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-WELCH to increase 62102 in the amount of $200.
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JAPANESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•
•

A motion was made to open by THOMAS. WITHDRAWN.
A motion was made to open by BARNESSMITH. FAIL by PV.

NATIONAL LAWYER’S GUILD
•

A motion was made to open by MORRILL. FAIL by PV.

LINGUISTICS
•
•

A motion was made to open by FITZGERALD
A motion was made by FITZGERALD-FORSTAG to increase 62102 in the amount of
$300.

MINDFUL MATTERS
•
•

A motion was made to open by BUTLER. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by BUTLER-LOWRY to increase 62102 in the amount of $100.
PASS by UC.

MISA
•
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by LOVE. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by LOVE-VONLINDERN to increase 62801 in the amount of
$250. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made to reconsider 62801 and decrease by $100. FAIL by PV.
A motion was made by SCHAFER-WELCH to increase 62817 in the amount of $100.
FAIL by PV.

MINISTRY OF MAGIC
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by BUTLER. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by BUTLER-FETTIG to increase 62817 in the amount of $20.
PASS by PV.
A motion was made by RICCI-KUIPER to decrease 62304 in the amount of $75. FAIL
by PV.
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MODEL ARAB LEAGUE
•

A motion was made by ADLER to open. WITHDRAWN.

MORTAR BOARD
•
•

A motion was made by THOMAS to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by THOMAS-SCHAFER to increase 62516 in the amount of $200.
WITHDRAWN.

MOUNT OF OLIVES
•

A motion was made by BUTLER to open. WITHDRAWN.

NALSA
•

A motion was made by FETTIG to open. FAIL by PV.

NORDIC SKI CLUB
•

A motion was made by BARNESSMITH to open. FAIL by PV.

ONE THOUSAND NEW GARDENS
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG to open. PASS by PV.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-ADLER to increase 62210 in the amount of $731.
PASS by PV.

STUDENTS FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE
•
•
•

A motion was made by WELCH to open. PASS by PV.
Increase 62514 in the amount of $100. PASS by PV.
Increase 62528 in the amount of $50 FORSTAG-ENGEBRETSON

PHILOSOPHY SOCIETY
•

A motion was made to open by ADLER. FAIL by PV.
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PHYSICAL THERAPY STUDENT ASSOCIATION
•

A motion was made to open by KLAWITTER. FAIL by PV.

PHYSICS STUDENTS
•

A motion was made by RICCI to open. PASS by PV.

PI SIGMA ALPHA
•
•

A motion was made by FORSTAG to open. PASS by UC.
A motion was made by FORSTAG-RICCI increase 62102 in the amount of $150. PASS
by PV.

UNIVERSITY PLAYERS
•
•

A motion was made to open by RICCI. PASS by PV.
A motion was made RICCI-WARD to 62528 decrease by $100. FAIL by PV.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
•

A motion was made to open by FORSTAG. FAIL by PV.

REINVEST MONTANA
•
•
•

A motion was made to open by RICCI. PASS by PV.
62529 increase $100 RICCI-ADLER. PASS by PV.
62102 increase of $150 FORSTAG-VON. FAIL by PV.

RUSSIAN CLUB
•

A motion was made to open by WARD-THOMAS. FAIL by PV.

SCHWA
•
•

A motion was made to open by FORSTAG. PASS by PV.
Increase 62102 in the amount of $100 FORSTAG-QUIST. PASS by PV.
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SWITCHBACK RECORDS
•

A motion was made to open by BARNESSMITH. FAIL by PV.

FOOD INFORMATION SYSTEMS
•

A motion was made to re-open by RICCI. WITHDRAWN

HILLEL
•

A motion was made to re-open by WARD.WITHDRAWN.

CRIMINOLOGY
•

A motion was made to re-open by BARNESSMITH. FAIL by PV.

VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
•
•

A motion was made by ADLER to re-open. PASS by PV.
780$ to 61225 and benefits by ADLER-KUIPER PASSES by PV.

A motion was made by ENGEBRETSON_DURNELL TO CLOSE STUDENT GROUPS. PASS
by PV.
A motion was made to open unions by ENGEBRETSON. PASS by UC.
SPORTS CLUB UNION—COOLEY-KLAWITTER. PASS by UC.
A motion to increase by $1,500 by VONLINDERN-WELCH. WITHDRAWN.
A motion to increase SPORTS by $1000 by FETTIG-CHESTNUT. PASS by PV
A motion to close SPORTS FOR WEL UC
A motion to open MUSIC UNION JT and increase by $1000. PASS by PV.
A motion was made to reconsider MUSIC UNION by FORSTAG. PASS by PV
UNION were close.
A motion was made to add 500 to special allocation. PASS by PV. CHESTNUT-FETTIG
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A motion was made to put the remaing amount in the UNION Travel account. PASS by UC.
A motion was made to adjourn 2017 FINAL Budgeting by CHEST.

